RENE RAFAEL

Keynote Performances for Life-Long-Learners
Igniting Hope, Purpose, and Possibility

.com

"

Rene is equal parts speaker and performance artist and the
combination drives home his message of compassion in an
unignorable introspective style.

His Quest: inspire the humble to make bold decisions in the
face of fear and become compassionate communicators
who empower themselves and everyone in their path ...

He got a standing ovation at my last event.
So many people have shared how
impactful his story was. If you are looking to
have someone on your stage that is the
difference maker, the highlight of your
event, someone that is going to standout
and be memorable, I so recommend that
you book Rene. He's going to take your
audience on an amazing journey!

"

TIAMO DE VETTORI

#1 Best Selling Author
Master Speaker Trainer
TiamoMusic.com

Rene’s deep personal sharing of his
mental health battles, relived through
multimedia performative stories, uniquely
engages audiences through his emotive
honesty and life experiences.
His message captivates eyes, ears, and hearts
because it's so unavoidable, almost confrontational,
and yet so approachable because of the
vulnerability, volume, and depths to which Rene
marries his message with his art.

"

He interweaves narrative with original
music videos to embody the
experience, get deeply connected to his
audience, and create a conversation
that leaves a lasting impact.
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Rene brings everyone through
his experience with such range
and engaging emotion. The
creative visuals add an element
unlike any other and his
message is critical for our youth
and young adults trying to find
themselves in this confusing
era. You had me from the very
beginning until the very end!

"

SUSAN KOZIAK

MOST REQUESTED TOPICS

Live Event Director
Fashion Show Producer
Koziak Productions

EMBRACE YOUR PAST
CREATE CREATORS

REWRITE YOUR FUTURE

DECODE YOURSELF

In this intimate conversation, Rene's
performance art and stories about "growing
up" will inspire/challenge us to:

Rene's adventures in coding & education will
encourage us to trust our answers so we can:

Rene's relationship between
fear, creativity & idols asks us:

Release misdiagnosed labels & categories
of others;Recall our “impossible” childhood
ideas;Reimagine how to make these
possible; and Redefine our abilities,
strengths, and ideas through collaboration
and comentorship.

What is true creativity? What is
our responsibility as creators?
Are our creative efforts today
enabling or disabling others?
Are we creating creators or
consumers?

confidence in their ideas,
and an unquenchable
thirst for collaboration!

PRESENTING YOU!

Alone or in combination with 1 of his keynote performances,
Rene's Experiential Storytelling Master Class will unveil
the techniques to make your stories come alive . . .
ReneRafael.com
Book@ReneRafael.com
919-RMN-ANDT (919-766-2638)

Your audience will be inspired
to creatively empower
others & maybe ...
... even take an epic
family vacation :-)

Ø

Ø

Your audience will walk away
renewed with hope, empowered
with purpose, and excited about
both their past and future selves!

Your audience will gain a sharpened
awareness of their creative genius,

Ø

Reinvent without giving up who we are at the
core; Recognize the difference between
decision & choice; Realize dreams by making
more decisions and Receive adversity as THE
GIFT that transforms us into great artisans,
mentors, educators, friends, parents, spouses
and community leaders.

. . . and your message felt in every public speaking venue
throughout life, whether 1-on-1 at a job interview or
1-to-many from stage! www.ReneRafael.com/class
Remnandt ® Records
1740 E Stroop Rd #29-2000
Kettering, OH 45429

PAST AUDIENCES INCLUDE

QUICK FACTS

Fox 19, X Factor, Sears Center Arena, University
of Cincinnati, Dell, EMC Corp, Mix 107.7 FM,
University of Florida, League for Innovation in the
Community College, Dayton Theatre Guild,
Sinclair Community College, eTech Ohio, Findlay
High School, Dayton Art Institute, Challenge Day,
Dayton Chamber Music Society, Dayton Area
Board of Realtors, Fearless Speaker Academy

Rene is a compassionate communicator,
educator, advisor to online education companies,
and professional speaker on topics including
adversity, technology, and edutainment.

Featured on virtual and physical stages, his unique
blend of technology + art has engaged worldwide
audiences across college, corporate, conference,
and entertainment venues for over 21 years.

Author of several published "music video
papers", his award-winning A Day in the Life of
an App Dev was featured by Dell EMC Proven
Professional.
To learn more about Rene's musical alter ego –
Remnandt – visit Remnandt.com

Book@ReneRafael.com for your next Conference
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